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NAME OF THE SCHOOL   NAME OF THE TEACHERS                  SIGNATURE

1. BHAVAN'S VIDYA MANDIR, ELAMAKKARA. 1. K . SREEJA 
2. BHAVAN'S VIDYA MANDIR, GIRINAGAR. 2. SUJA SUDHAKARAN
3. BHAVAN'S VIDYA MANDIR, EROOR. 3. VIDYA V K
4. BHAVAN'S ADARSHA VIDYALAYA , KAKKANAD. 4. MAHESH KUMAR  K
5. BHAVAN'S VARUNA VIDYALAYA , THRIKKAKARA. 5. GEETHA  K R
6. BHAVAN'S MUNSHI VIDYASHRAM, TRIPUNITHURA. 6. MINI N
7. BHAVAN'S NEWSPRINT VIDYALAYA, VELLOOR. 7. ASWATHY V
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BHARATIYA VIDYA BHAVAN, KOCHI

YEAR PLAN FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2024-2025

CLASS-VIII MATHEMATICS

MONTH TOPIC SUB-TOPICS CONCEPTS
JUNE Chapter-1 Rational

Numbers

Chapter-2 Linear
Equations in One Variable

Chapter-3 Understanding
Quadrilaterals

Introduction

Properties of Rational Numbers

Introduction

Solving Equations having the
Variable on both Sides
Reducing Equations to Simpler
Form

Introduction

Sum of the Measures of the
Exterior Angles of a Polygon

Rational numbers

Closure, commutativity, Associativity, Distributivity,
role of zero and 1.

Algebraic expressions and equations.

Solving Equations having the Variable on both Sides
Reducing Equations to Simpler Form

Plane surface , plane curve and polygons
Convex and concave polygons
Regular and Irregular polygons

Sum of the Measures of the Exterior Angles of a Polygon

JULY Chapter-3 Understanding
Quadrilaterals
(Continued…..)

Kinds of Quadrilaterals Kinds of Quadrilaterals-Trapezium, Kite, Parallelogram
Elements of a parallelogram
Angles of a parallelogram



JULY Chapter-4 Data Handling

Some Special Parallelograms

Looking for Information

Circle Graph or Pie Chart

Diagonals of a parallelogram
The opposite sides of a parallelogram are of equal length,
Angles of a parallelogram, The opposite angles of a
parallelogram are of equal measure, The adjacent angles in
a parallelogram are supplementary. Diagonals of a
parallelogram. The diagonals of a parallelogram bisect
each other.

Rhombus ,Rectangle, Square

The diagonals of a rhombus are perpendicular bisectors of
one another. The diagonals of a rectangle are of equal
length. In a rectangle the diagonals, besides being equal in
length, bisect each other. The diagonals of a square are
perpendicular bisectors of each other.

Data, Graphical representation of Data-
Pictograph, bar graph, Double bar graph

Data can also be represented using a circle graph or pie
chart. A circle graph shows the relationship between a
whole and its part.Interpretation and Drawing of
pie charts

MID TERM EVALUATION I- JULY 31 TO AUGUST 7 { CHAPTERS 1, 2 AND 3}
AUGUST Chapter-4 Data Handling

(Continued…..)
Chance and Probability There are certain experiments whose outcomes have an

equal chance of occurring. A random experiment is one
whose outcome cannot be predicted exactly in advance.
Outcomes of an experiment are equally likely if each has
the same chance of occurring.
Probability of an event.
Chance and probability related to real life



Chapter -5 Squares and
Square Roots

Introduction

Properties of Square Numbers

Some More Interesting
Patterns

Finding the Square of a Number

Square Roots

If a natural number m can be expressed as n2 , where n is
also a natural number, then m is a square number.

All square numbers end with 0, 1, 4, 5, 6 or 9 at units'
place. Square numbers can only have an even number of
zeroes at the end.

Patterns

Other patterns in squares Pythagorean triplets

Square root is the inverse operation of square. There are
two integral square roots of a perfect square number.
Positive square root of a number is denoted by the symbol
√ .
Finding square roots
Finding square root through repeated subtraction
Finding square root through prime factorisation
Finding square root by division method



SEPTEMBER Chapter -5 Squares and
Square Roots
(Continued…..)

Chapter-6 Cubes and
Cube roots

Chapter-7 Comparing
Quantities

Square Roots of Decimals

Introduction

Cubes

Cube Roots

Recalling Ratios and
Percentages

Finding Discounts

Square Roots of Decimals

Hardy Ramanujan numbers

Numbers obtained when a number is multiplied by itself
three times are known as cube numbers. If in the prime
factorisation of any number each factor appears three
times, then the number is a perfect cube.

Some Interesting Patterns

Smallest multiple that's a perfect cube

The symbol denotes cube root3
Cube root through prime factorisation method

Recalling Ratios and Percentages

Discount is a reduction given on marked price. Discount =
Marked Price – Sale Price . Discount can be calculated
when a discount percentage is given. Discount = Discount
% of Marked Price

Estimation in percentages



Sales Tax/Value Added
Tax/Goods and Services Tax

Compound Interest

Deducing a Formula for
Compound Interest

Additional expenses made after buying an article are
included in the cost price and are known as overhead
expenses. CP = Buying price + Overhead expenses . Sales
tax is charged on the sale of an item by the government
and is added to the Bill Amount. Sales tax = Tax% of Bill
Amount . GST stands for Goods and Sales Tax/Value
Added Tax/Goods and Services Tax, Services Tax and is
levied on supply of goods or services or both.

Compound interest is the interest calculated on the
previous year9s amount (A = P + I)

OCTOBER Chapter-7 Comparing
quantities(Continued…..)

Chapter -8 Algebraic
Expressions and Identities

Applications of Compound
Interest Formula

Addition and Subtraction of
Algebraic Expressions

Multiplication of Algebraic
Expressions: Introduction

Multiplying a Monomial by a
Monomial

Multiplying a Monomial by a
Polynomial

Applications of Compound Interest Formula

Addition and Subtraction of Algebraic Expressions

Multiplication of Algebraic Expressions: Introduction

Multiplying 2 monomials
Multiplying 3 or more monomials

Multiplying a Monomial by a binomial

Multiplying a Monomial by a trinomial
OCTOBER 18 to 30 TERM END EVALUATION (Chapters-1,2,3,4,5, 6 and 7)



NOVEMBER Chapter -8 Algebraic
Expressions and
Identities(Continued…..)

Chapter-9 Mensuration

Multiplying a Polynomial by a
Polynomial

Introduction

Area of a Polygon

Solid Shapes

Surface Area of Cube, Cuboid
and Cylinder

Volume of Cube, Cuboid and
Cylinder

Volume and Capacity

Multiplying a binomial by a binomial
Multiplying a binomial by a trinomial

Perimeter and area of plane figures(Square , Rectangle,
Triangle, Parallelogram)

Area of a Polygon
Area of a trapezium = (a+b)ℎ2
Area of a Rhombus = ( x )12 �1 �2
Faces of Cube, Cuboid, Cylinder

Surface area of a cuboid = 2(lb + bh + hl)
Surface area of a cube = 6l 2
Surface area of a cylinder = 2πr(r + h)
Lateral surface area of a cuboid = 2h(l + b)
lateral surface area of a cube = 4l 2
Curved surface area of a cylinder = 2πrh

Volume of a cuboid = l × b × h
Volume of a cube = l 3
Volume of a cylinder = πr2h

Volume and Capacity



DECEMBER Chapter-10 Exponents
and Powers

Introduction

Powers with Negative
Exponents

Laws of Exponents

Use of Exponents to Express
Small Numbers in Standard
Form

Introduction

Numbers with negative exponents obey the following laws
of exponents.=(ÿ)−ÿ 1ÿÿ
(a) a m × a n = a m+n

(b) a m ÷ a n = a m–n

(c) (a m ) n = a mn

(d) a m × b m = (ab) m

(e) a 0 = 1

(f) =ÿÿĀÿ ÿĀ( )ÿ
Comparing very large and very small numbers

MID TERM EVALUATION II - January 3 To 10 { CHAPTERS 8,9 AND 10}



JANUARY
Chapter-11 Direct and
Inverse Proportion

Chapter-13 Introduction
to Graphs

Introduction

Direct Proportion

Inverse Proportion

Introduction

Some Applications

Two quantities x and y are said to be in direct proportion if
they increase (decrease) together in such a manner that the
ratio of their corresponding values remains constant. If y 1
, y 2 are the values of y corresponding to the values x 1 , x 2
of x respectively thený1þ1 = ý2þ2
Two quantities x and y are said to be in inverse proportion
if an increase in x causes a proportional decrease in y (and
vice-versa) in such a manner that the product of their
corresponding values remains constant.
y 1 , y 2 are the values of y corresponding to the values x 1 ,
x 2 of x respectively then x 1 y 1 = x 2 y 2

A line graph
A line graph displays data that changes continuously over
periods of time

A line graph which is a whole unbroken line is called a
linear graph.
For fixing a point on the graph sheet we need,
x-coordinate and y-coordinate. .

The relation between dependent variable and
independent variable is shown through a graph.



FEBRUARY Chapter-12 Factorisation Introduction

What is
Factorisation?

Division of Algebraic
Expressions

Division of Algebraic
Expressions Continued
(Polynomial ÷ Polynomial)

Factors of natural numbers
Factors of algebraic expressions

Method of common factors

Factorisation by regrouping
terms

Identities

(a+b)2 = a2+2ab+b2
(a-b)2 = a2-2ab+b2
a2-b2= (a+b) (a-b)
(x+a) (x+b) = x2+(a+b) x+ab

Factorisation using identities
Factors of the form (x+a)(x+b)

Division of a monomial by another monomial
Division of polynomial by monomial

Division of Algebraic Expressions
(Polynomial ÷ Polynomial)

MARCH REVISION

MARCH 10 to 21 FINAL EXAMINATION (Chapters- 8,9,10,11,12,13)+ First term chapters(2 , 3 & 5)



BHARATIYA VIDYA BHAVAN , KOCHI
YEAR PLAN FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2024 - 25 (STD VIII)

MONTH TOPIC SUB-TOPICS CONCEPTS

JUNE
Chapter 8-Force and Pressure (Up to 8.6) Force- a push or pull, forces are due to an 

interaction, exploring forces, force can change 
state of motion, shape of an object.  Force,Forces are due to interaction,Effects of force.

JULY
Chapter 8-Force and Pressure (contd ..)

REVISION
MID-TERM  EVALUATION I

(CHAPTER 8 )

Contact forces,non-contact forces.Pressure, 
pressure exerted by liquids and gases, 

atmospheric pressure.

Contact force- Muscular force, Frictional force . Non contact force- 
Magnetic force, Electrostatic force, Gravitational force,Pressure, 

pressure exerted by liquids and gases, atmospheric pressure

AUGUST
Chapter 9- Friction 

Force of friction, 
Factors affecting friction.Friction is a necessary 

evil.
Increasing and reducing friction.Wheels reduce 

friction, Fluid friction.

Friction, Factors affecting friction- Nature of the surface
Types of friction- Static friction, sliding friction, Rolling friction.

Advantages and disadvantages of friction.
Increasing and reducing friction.

Fluid friction- drag, Methods to reduce fluid friction.

SEPTEMBER Chapter10- Sound (Up to 10.3) Sound produced by vibrating body,
Sound produced by Humans.

Vibrations, Musical instruments and vibrating parts,
Production of sound in Humans

OCTOBER
Chapter 10 -Sound (Up to 10.4) 
            
REVISION                  
 TERM END EVALUATION I
(CHAPTERS 8 & 9)

Sound needs a medium for propagation Propagation of sound in different media(Solid,liquid,gas).

NOVEMBER
Chapter 10 -Sound ( Contd…)

We hear sound through our ears. 
Amplitude, time period and   frequency   of 

vibration,
Audible and in-audible sound

Noise and music,Noise pollution.

Process of hearing, Amplitude, time period, frequency,Audible and 
in-audible sound

Noise and music,Noise pollution.

DECEMBER Chapter 12-Some Natural  Phenomena 

Lightning, charging by rubbing

Types of charges and their interactions

Transfer of charge
Story of lightning,lightning safety.

Earthquakes, What is an earthquake?, What 
causes an earthquake?, protection against 

earthquakes

Charged and uncharged objects, Charging by rubbing,Static 
charges,Electroscope and its working,Earthing,Lightning,Lightning 
conductor, Earthquakes, its causes , protection against earthquakes

JANUARY

REVISION
MID-TERM EVALUATION II 

(CHAPTER 10 & 12)                                                                                                                                                                                                            

Chapter 13- Light( (Up to 13.4)

What makes things visible, laws of reflection,
Regular and diffused reflection.

Incident ray, reflected ray, Angle of incidence, angle of reflection, 
laws of reflection,regular and diffused reflection.

FEBRUARY Chapter 13-Light (contd…) 

Reflected light can be reflected again,Multiple 
images,Sunlight white or coloured.

What is inside our eyes? 
Care of Eyes.Visually challenged persons can 

read and write, What is the Braille system?

Multiple reflection and its applications,Kaleidoscope,Dispersion of 
light,Different parts of eye, blind spot, Persistance of vision,near 

point, defects of eye,Care of eyes,Braille system.

MARCH
REVISION

FINAL EXAMINATION 
( CHAPTERS  10,12,13  )

NAME OF THE SCHOOL NAME OF THE TEACHER SIGNATURE
BHAVAN'S VIDYA MANDIR, EROOR CEEMOL MATHEW

BHAVANS ADARSHA VIDYALAYA, KAKKANAD KALPANA B N
BHAVANS MUNSHI VIDYASHRAM, 

THRIPUNITHURA INDIRA DEVI K K
BHAVANS VARUNA VIDYALAYA , 

THRIKKAKARA
SREEJITH C K

BHAVANS VIDYA MANDIR , ELAMAKKARA VEENA  S SHENOY
BHAVANS NEWSPRINT VIDYALAYA, VELLOOR MANJU VARGHESE

BHAVANS VIDYA MANDIR , GIRINAGAR NEETHU P S 



MONTH TOPICS SUB-TOPICS CONCEPTS

June Coal and Petroleum

1. Inexhaustible Natural Resources                                 

2. Exhaustible Natural Resources                                                  

3. Coal

1. Inexhaustible Natural Resources                                    

2. Exhaustible Natural Resources                                      

3. Fossil fuels.

4. Properties and uses of Coal                                           

5. Story of Coal                                                                 

6. Products obtained from Coal - Coke, Coal tar and Coal 

gas

July Coal and Petroleum

1. Petroleum                                                                                        

2. Natural Gas                                                                                  

3. Some Natural Resources are limited

1. Formation of Petroleum                                                  

2. Refining of Petroleum                                                     

3. Constituents and uses of petroleum                                        

4. Advantages of Natural gas                                                              

5. Disadvantages of fossil fuels                                                                                   

6. PCRA

July-

August 

August Combustion and Flame
1. What is combustion?                                                 

2.  How do we control fire?  

1. Combustible and non combustible substances                                                             

2. Types of fuels                                                                

3. Combustion                                                                      

4. Conditions required for combustion. 

 5.  Ignition Termperature                                                   

6. Flammable and Inflammable substances             

September Combustion and Flame

1  How do we control fire?  (Continued)                   

  2. Types of combustion

1. Different types of fire extingushers                     

  2.Rapid Combustion, Spontaneous combustion and 

Explosion.

October 

Combustion and Flame

1. Flame                                                                                                                

2. Structure of a Flame                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Revision

1. Flame                                                                                         

2. Different zones of candle flame 

Revision                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Mid Term Evaluation - I ( 31/07/2024 to 07/08/2024)                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Chapter 3 -Coal and Petroleum                                                                                                                                                                                        

BHARATIYA VIDYA BHAVAN ,KOCHI
       YEAR PLAN FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2024-'25

STD VIII   CHEMISTRY 



October 

November Combustion and Flame

1. What is a Fuel?                                                                   

2. Fuel Efficiency                                                                        

3. Burning of Fuels Leads to Harmful

Products

1. Characteristics of an  ideal fuel.                                         

2. Calorific value and numericals.                    

3. Harmful effects of Unburnt Carbon particles  

4.Harmful effects of Carbon monoxide gas.                    

5. Acid rain                                                                                   

6. Global warming                                                                                   

7. CNG as a cleaner fuel 

December
Chemical Effects Of Electric 

Current

1. Do Liquids Conduct Electricity?                                             

2. Chemical Effects of electric current

                      Revision

1. Conductors and Insulators with examples.                  

2. Heating effect of electric current.                               

3. Magnetic effect of electric current.                     

4.Good and poor conducting liquids.                              

5. Electrodes                                                                                       

January 

January 

Chemical Effects Of Electric 

Current                                      

1. Chemical Effects of electric current .(Continued)                                                                                                       

2. Electroplating

1. Process and chemical effects of Electrolysis.             

2. Process of electroplating.                                                     

3. Uses and advantages of electroplating.          

February 
Chemical Effects Of Electric 

Current

1Electroplating.  (Continued)                                                

Revision     

1.Advantages of Chromium, Tin and Zinc metals for 

electroplating 

March 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Final Examination (10/03/2025 to 21/03/2025)                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Chapter 4 Combustion and Flame (30% of Term 1 - 4.1, 4.2, 4.3)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Chapter 4 Combustion and Flame (4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7) (Combustion and Flame-Full chapter)                                                                                                                      

Chapter 11 Chemical Effects Of Electric Current                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Term End Evaluation ( 18/10/2024 - 30/10/2024)                                                                                                                                                                

Chapter 3 Coal and Petroleum                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Chapter 4 Combustion and Flame (4.1, 4.2 and 4.3)                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Mid Term Evaluation - II ( 03/01/2025 to 10/01/2025)                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Chapter 4 Combustion and Flame (4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7)                                                                                                                                





































































MONTH TOPIC SUB-TOPICS CONCEPTS

JUNE
HTML Structure of HTML tags

Structure of an HTML document

Head tag and heading element

Container tag and empty tag

JULY

HTML

Formatting tag,

marquee

paragraph tag

font tag To display the scroll test across the web page

AUGUST
HTML List tag ordered and unordered list

SEPTEMBER
MORE ON HTML image tag img tag with attributes

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER
MORE ON HTML Anchor tag linking web pages

DECEMBER
MORE ON HTML Table tag <th>,<tr>,<td> and attributes

JANUARY
APP INVENTOR App Development- bouncing ball Design an app

FEBRUARY
APP INVENTOR App Development- moving horse Design an app

MARCH

BHARATIYA VIDYA BHAVAN, KOCHI KENDRA

COMPUTER SCIENCE                        

 YEAR PLAN FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2024-25

CLASS: VIII

TERM END EVALUATION I

TERM END EVALUATION II



S.No NAME OF SCHOOL NAME OF TEACHERS SIGNATURE

1 BVM, ELAMAKKARA Sangeeta Srinivas

2 BVM, EROOR Sreedevi V

3 BVV, THRIKKAKARA

Vidya v v 

Anagha Mani

4 BVM, GIRINAGAR

Girija Pillai, 

Vandana Prashanth

5 BAV, KAKKANAD Suja A B

6 BMV, TRIPUNITHURA Susmitha S Shenoy

7 BMV, VELLOOR

Shybee Thomas

Anish M N


